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WATER 
 

THE SCIENCE OF WATER IS THE MOST MISUNDERSTOOD 

CONCEPT ON THIS AMAZINGLY WONDERFUL WATER PLANET 

 

FROM METEOROLOGY TO EARTH SCIENCES MISCONCEPTIONS 

ABOUND 

 

THE CONTROL OF WATER ON A GLOBAL SCALE IS 

DEVASTATING THE MOST BASIC RIGHTS OF HUMANS – THE RIGHT TO 

CLEAN FRESH WATER 

 

WHERE DOES WATER COME FROM ? 

WHO OWNS WATER ? 

WHO SHOULD CONTROL WATER? 

WHO PERMITS WATER POLLUTION ? 

IS ACCESS TO WATER A NATURAL RIGHT OF ALL ? 

IS THERE REALLY A WATER SHORTAGE ? 

OR A GLOBAL WATER MANAGEMENT PROBLEM ? 

WHAT CAN AN INDIVIDUAL DO ?   

 

THIS BOOK PROCLAIMS A DECLARATION OF WATER 

INDEPENDENCE FOR ALL 

 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO THE PLANET ? 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO YOU ? 
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Water is the most abundant molecule on the surface of the earth.  H2O.  Yet this simple 

formula is the most misunderstood entity. There are groups of finely dressed businessmen and 

their cronie government marionettes and news reporting agencies that are planning on telling you 

that there is a shortage of water and you are going to have to pay dearly to have your small piece 

of this extremely abundant natural resource.  But this is not the entire issue at hand.  Vast 

amounts of fresh water are readily available. 

There is not a water shortage; there is a water mismanagement problem of global 

proportions.  Governments are far more interested in sustaining petty wars and controlled 

banking fraud than attacking the real issues that threaten global tranquility and quality of life.  

Governments also falsely assume they have a right to manage and give water rights. 

Water is essential to all forms of life.  Yet international investors and corporations are in the 

process of owning it.  Many communities have already passed laws preventing citizens from 

even collecting rain water.  Governments have given away water rights to foreign corporations 

leaving indigenous peoples of thousands of years without a place to raise crops or sustain life.  

They have been told that if anyone takes so much as a drop of water they will be arrested and 

prosecuted. 

This book is not just about water, but about the many related issues which affect our survival 

as a species.  Water is the underlying topic, but the issues facing the human race as good tenders 

of the planet are complex.  One simple fact emerges.  We can no longer rely on governments to 

do the right things because they are controlled by large banking and corporative interests.  A new 

form of governance must emerge to bypass the corrupt and evasive entities on which we 

formerly depended for protection and guidance … one which is impermeable. 

This book is not a fun facts book about water.  For that you can read National Geographic 

special edition or a History Channel one hour special.  This book is about our stewardship of this 

planet.  It has gone awry and there is only one way to get back on course.  Professor McCanney 

outlines the problems and provides the only solutions that must be initiated, turning the tide 

against forces that have taken ages to build. 

This book will destroy myths about our history, the present and the future and redirect you to 

follow nature’s plan.  Individuals can now pursue a well documented plan to collectively regain 

control of this planet’s most important resource … WATER. 
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